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Founded in 2004 by choral conductor Amelia
LeClair, Cappella Clausura is one of a handful of
ensembles worldwide dedicated to the performance
of music by women composers. Our repertoire
extends from the earliest known music by women,
written in the middle ages, to the music of our own
time. The core of the vocal ensemble is a group of
eight-to-twelve accomplished singers who
perform widely as soloists and ensemble musicians
in Greater Boston and beyond. We perform a
cappella, with continuo, and with chamber
orchestra, as the repertoire requires.
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Fees range from $4,000 - $12,000, depending
upon repertoire and performing forces,
plus travel and lodgings, if applicable.

- Boston Globe

Also available: residencies, vocal ensemble
coaching, lectures, workshops, and guest
conducting. We will be pleased to discuss
(this panel
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tailoring a program to your interests.
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Amelia LeClair, Director
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Amelia LeClair is a Visiting Scholar at the Brandeis
University Women’s Studies Research Center.
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To hear Cappella Clausura,
visit: Clausura.org/listen.html
To read bios of Amelia LeClair and the ensemble,
visit: Clausura.org/about.html
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Tou ring P ro gr am s
TWELVE CENTURIES OF MUSIC BY WOMEN
Music by women composers from the middle
ages to yesterday’s fresh ink. Composers include
Kassia, Hildegard von Bingen, medieval
trouvères, Vittoria Aleotti, Barbara Strozzi,
Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel, Rebecca Clarke,
and Hilary Tann. An essential survey.
A CHANTAR: THE GREEK CONNECTION
Recently transcribed Byzantine chant by
9th century Greek nun Kassia juxtaposed
with songs of love by medieval women troubadors
– the trouvères and trobairitz. Featuring three
singers, lute, harp, vielle and percussion.
LOVE SONGS OF A RENAISSANCE PRODIGY
Vittoria Aleotti was just fourteen years old when
she composed her exquisite Ghirlanda de Madrigali in 1589. This program may concentrate entirely
on Aleotti, or include music by two of her most
famous contemporaries, John Dowland and Italy’s
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very bad boy, Carlo Gesualdo. Cappella Clausura
produced the world premiere recording of Aleotti’s
Garland of Madrigals in 2014.
PASSIONATELY UNCONVENTIONAL: MADRIGALS
& MOTETS BY NUNS OF 17th CENTURY ITALY
Music of surpassing beauty and surprising passion
by Raffaela Aleotti, Sulpitia Cesis, and Lucretia
Vizzana, book-ended by selections from the most
famous of early women composers, Hildegard von
Bingen. The Church cloistered its nuns, but locals
were enthralled by their music, listening in outer
rooms built expressly for that purpose.
GREAT MOTETS OF SULPITIA CESIS (1619)
We present all eighteen a cappella motets by this
remarkable sound engineer who played the lute
and composed these stunningly beautiful pieces
for double choir as well as smaller groupings.
Performed with continuo and early trombones.

VESPERS OF CHIARA COZZOLANI
(1602 – c. 1676) AND CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI
Contemporary accounts describe the huge crowds
that filled the exterior church of the convent of S.
Radegonda to hear the ecstatic music of Chiara
Margarita Cozzolani. This program features her
luminous double-choir settings of the psalms and
canticles for Christmas Eve Vespers, along with
excerpts from the two Vespers of Monteverdi.
REBECCA CLARKE AND HER CIRCLE:
PALESTRINA, VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
& BRITTEN
A powerful program featuring the complete
choral music of Rebecca Clarke, one of the most
important British composers of the 20th century,
performed alongside works by her influences and
contemporaries. Program also features Britten’s
famous Hymn to St. Cecilia, written for the patron
saint of music, on whose Feast day Britten was
born.

